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On Saturday, March 14th, Chef Laurent Tourondel 

cooked at the Miami HEAT Charitable Fund Gala 

Dinner at the Betsy Hotel. More than $1,100,000 

was raised at this “Black Tie on Ocean Drive” 

event that featured a performance by seven-time 

Grammy Award–winner Toni Braxton. 

love to cook, and I love to travel.  

At many points in my life, I have been 

fortunate to enjoy both of these 

passions. Traveling is good for the 

soul—it clears my head and feeds my 

inspiration in the kitchen. I am constantly intrigued by culturally defined dishes, 

examining a foreign ingredient in a marketplace in a remote part of the world, 

or taking in the aromas of a kitchen that is not mine.

I now have LT outposts in Kazakhstan as well as Sag Harbor—where, on a bright 

summer day, it is about as beautiful and exciting a place to be as any other. This 

September, L’Amico will open in the Eventi Hotel in New York City. While the 

culinary concept and recipes for this restaurant were conceived quite a while ago, 

my recent trip to the Amalfi Coast was a great source of inspiration, where I tasted 

the region’s best ingredients and dishes through the shared experiences I had at 

the table with good friends.  I hope to give all of my diners the opportunity to take 

away similar memories through their experiences at the table. 

I was not raised in New York City, and yet it is my home. Even as I wander around 

the world, I always keep this city close to me. Sometimes a trip to the local green 

market is all you need to waken up your taste buds to the world of possibilities in 

the kitchen. Or better yet, lunch or dinner at one of my tables!

     —Laurent Tourondel

I

Chef Laurent Tourondel with HEAT 
President Pat Riley and HEAT 
Head Coach Erik Spoelstra.

Miami HEAT at the Betsy

welcome!
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eventi crème
December 19, 2013 p.5

RESTAURANT perspective sketch

Chef Laurent Tourondel loves the simplicity of the dishes in 
Italy, letting the ingredients shine on the plate. “It’s about 
pastas with almost no sauce, olive oil with such pureness, 
and basil that invades a dish with a stunning fragrance.  
I can’t get enough of the pizza in Naples—burrata is fresh and 
flavorful, and tomatoes are just so red and ripe, the way they 
are supposed to be!”

L’Amico is about sharing, the same way Tourondel shares 
experiences from his travels on the menu. An EarthStone 
wood-fired oven is the heart and soul of the kitchen. 
“Everything goes into these ovens; you don't need to think 
twice about it,” says Tourondel.

In addition to the restaurant opening in the Eventi Hotel this 
September, a casual bar area called The Vine is accessible 
just off the lobby area. Hang out, have a drink, and grab 
a bite in this relaxed atmosphere that calls to mind stolen 
moments on a lazy afternoon along the Italian coast.

L’Amico: Italian Influences on This American 
Restaurant at the Eventi Hotel in the Heart of New York City

An EArthStonE wood-firEd 

ovEn iS thE hEArt And Soul 

of thE kitchEn. 
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Capri
Where else will you enjoy a better insalata 
caprese—mozzarella, tomato, and basil—than its 
namesake island, the playground of the rich and 
famous. So pretty, the colors of the Italian flag!

INSALATA CAprESE
Alternate slices of juicy, 
fior di latte mozzarella 
and sweet summer 
tomatoes.

Scatter basil or arugula leaves over the slices.
Dress in olive oil, salt, and pepper. Enjoy!

Naples
Home to Italy’s best pizza. 
Chef Tourondel recommends 
L’Antica Pizzeria Da Michele. 
“The dough was so flavorful, 
the ingredients so fresh.”

1/3 Via Cesare Sersale
80139 Napoli
+39 081.5539204
damichele.net

Traveling for Inspiration

Chef Laurent Tourondel loves to travel. 
This past year, he packed his suitcases and headed overseas to seek 

culinary inspiration and visit old friends. Here are some of the highlights.
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Chefs take great pride in their sources. They are as carefully selected as the carrots, cucumbers  
and peppers they feature on their menus. Chefs know great meals begin at the source.

Enriched with minerals during a 30 year long underground 
journey in the Italian Alps and bottled at the source  

in San Pellegrino Terme, Italy, S.Pellegrino has been a  
key ingredient in exceptional meals since 1899.  

Chefs trust S.Pellegrino for their sparkling moments. 

In the vast Panna Estate, rich in natural beauty and situated in 
the heart of Tuscany, lies the source of the pleasingly balanced 
and refreshing Acqua Panna spring water. Acqua Panna boasts 
a unique smooth and velvety taste, giving it the rare ability to 

please all discerning palates. A Taste of Tuscany.

For more visit: finedininglovers.com
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Caserta
renown for its Mozzarella 
di Bufala, a porcelain-white, 
unripened soft cheese 
formed by hand and made 
from the milk of water 
buffaloes. Take a guided 
tour at nearby Tenuta 
Vannulo, a buffalo farm 
where the magic happens.

10 Via Galileo Galilei
84047 Capaccio Salerno
+39 082 .8727894
vannulo.it

Amalfi
Eat and stay at the Hotel 
Santa Caterina, where its 
restaurant Al Mare sits 
perched on a terrace just 
above a private beach 
platform. A traditional 
wood-burning oven 
creates the perfect char 
on a pizza crust.

9 Via Mauro Comite
84011 Amalfi SA
+39 089 871012
hotelsantacaterina.it

The Amalfi Coast combines great beauty with 
dramatic views punctuated with picturesque 
spots to stop in and savor with both the eyes 
and the taste buds. It’s easy to see why it 
seduced Chef Tourondel with what was right 
before him on the plate. “Everything there 
is produced on a completely different level 
because of the ingredients. The products 
speak for themselves. The real inspiration lies 
in the simplicity of each dish.”

“Everything there 
is produced on a 
completely different 
level because of the 
ingredients. The 
products speak for 
themselves. The real 
inspiration lies in the 
simplicity of each dish.”
 

        —Laurent Tourondel

Head Over 
Heels for the 
Amalfi Coast
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In their search of the perfect curry, Chef Laurent Tourondel and 
LT Hospitality Corporate Chef Jedd Adair headed to Delhi and 
Agra and stumbled on everything from spice markets to amazing 
local street fare.

“We went to spice markets in New Delhi as well as on Khari Baoli 
road in Old Delhi,” explained Chef Adair. While Khari Baoli 
is Asia’s largest spice market, he recommends the one in New 
Delhi. “It’s more of an operational local market, where vendors 
let you taste and explore, while Khari Baoli is overcrowded and 
caters to wholesalers. In New Delhi, we were able to watch them 

grind and blend spices.” Chefs Adair and Tourondel left with a 
wide assortment of curries, masala chai, fresh peppercorns, and 
crushed chilis. 

The most iconic street food in Delhi is chaat: a variety of crunchy, 
sweet, spicy, and sour snacks sold all around the city. Chef Adair 
also points to delicious dosas (rice and black lentil crepes), a 
curry polenta dessert, and curries in general. “They were all very 
good and not overwhelming. We sampled some amazing breakfast 
curries, and incredible breads on the roadside headed to Agra.”

The world’s largest landlocked country—and ninth largest in overall 
size—Kazakhstan in Central Asia is one of the biggest oil-producing 
nations. Before colonized by russia, its culture centered on a 
nomadic pastoral economy. Kazakhs declared their independence 
from russia in 1991.

Because of their nomadic roots, horse and mutton make up the 
majority of Kazakh meat dishes. The best place to shop for these 
mainstay ingredients and sample dishes is at the famed Green 
Market at the Zelyony Bazaar in Almaty. While in the city, Chef 
Tourondel had the opportunity to spend some time in this market 
and try some of the local fare.

Delicious Delhi

Trip highlight: “Gurudwara Bangla Sahib is a holy place of worship 
for the Sikhs. It also hosts the huge langar, or common kitchen where free 
food is served to all visitors regardless of background or religion. Many 
thousands of people are fed daily through the help of donations and 
volunteers. It’s pretty incredible to see in terms of the production!”

Admiring Almaty: 
Kazakh Dishes on Display

KuMis  Fermented horse milk—the national Kazakh drink!
shuzhuK  A type of sausage made from smoked horse rib meat,  
 fat, and seasoning.
KuyrDAK A dish of horse, sheep, or cow organs that are boiled  
 in oil and served with onions and peppers. 
BAsturMA Mutton eaten with fresh cucumbers and tomatoes. 
BAursAKs  Savory deep-fried unleavened or sourdough  
 doughnuts normally served alongside meat dishes.
sorPA A clear, rich soup made by boiling horse meat with a  
 little salt for about three hours, skimming periodically. 
BesBArMAK  Special noodles made out of pasta dough and served  
 with sorpa.

Laurent’s Green Market Highlights 
at the Zelyony Bazaar in Almaty

51 Zhibek Zholy
Almaty, Kazakhstan
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LT Bar & Grill is located on the 28th floor of The ritz-Carlton in Almaty, 
the historical capital of Kazakhstan. With panoramic views of the city and 
the surrounding majestic Alatau mountains, LT Bar & Grill allows you 
to dine in style as you sample Chef Laurent Tourondel’s varied menu of 

European dishes, mouthwatering steaks, and sophisticated sushi. This is the 
perfect Art Deco–designed haven, where you can retreat and enjoy a brief 
respite from Almaty’s local delicacies—incidentally the very place thought to 
be the ancestral home of the humble apple!
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American puff
INGrEDIENTS

9 oz. vanilla soft-serve ice cream
2 oz. Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups Miniatures
3 to 4 oz. Cocoa Puffs cereal
Whipped Cream

METHOD

Blend ice cream and Reese’s in a mixer for 20 seconds. 
Garnish with whipped cream and Cocoa Puffs cereal.

Kale & Wheat 
Berry Salad
YOu'LL NEED:

Kale salad blend (see below)
Wheat berry (see below)
Champagne vinaigrette (see below)
Grapefruit segments
Dried cranberries
Avocado
Shaved baby beets
Chives

CHAMpAGNE VINAIGrETTE
INGrEDIENTS 

2 tbs Dijon mustard
¼ cup Champagne vinegar
2 tbs lemon juice
1 tbs honey
1 tbs fresh thyme, minced 
½ cup extra-virgin olive oil

METHOD 

In a medium mixing bowl, combine all ingredients 
except for the olive oil. With a hand blender 
or KitchenAid, slowly emulsify the oil into the 
dressing. Check for seasoning.

TO ASSEMBLE

Combine the kale blend with wheat berry and 
Champagne vinaigrette. Top salad with grapefruit 
segments, cranberries, avocado, shaved baby 
beets, and chives.

KALE SALAD BLEND
INGrEDIENTS

2 parts baby kale
2 parts shredded Tuscan kale
1 part shredded radicchio

WHEAT BErrY
INGrEDIENTS

1 cup wheat berries, soaked overnight
3 cups water
1 sprig thyme

METHOD

In a medium saucepan, combine the wheat berries 
and water with the thyme. Cook on low heat for  
1 hour until extremely tender. Let cool in own water.

It’s Friday morning, and the Coffee Shop at LT Burger buzzes with locals 
and summer visitors alike. It stays like this all day long, the beach-bound 
making way for the LT Burger lunch crowd hungry for Tourondel’s 
signature burgers and a seat spilling out on Main Street. Later, sun 
worshippers with sandy feet take up those coveted spots for happy hour 
beverages and homemade smoked gouda waffle fries, while children 
slurp down LT’s famous milkshakes and color pictures to hand in for the 
annual summer drawing competition. 

Chef Laurent Tourondel has re-envisioned the casual burger joint in Sag 
Harbor with his own special twist. It’s trendy and upscale in the sense 

that it’s ingredient-driven, but the subway tiles and whitewashed wood 
paneling fit in with the Hamptons striped cushions and retain a laid-back, 
family-oriented charm.

Where he can, Tourondel highlights the local bounty: farm-fresh eggs 
from North Sea Farms in Southampton; cheese for the nachos from 
Mecox Bay Dairy in Bridgehampton. Local fish specials come courtesy of 
Gosman’s in Montauk and Braun Seafood, who harvest the Long Island 
waters. Keeping it seasonal, the summer menu features a lobster roll 
special with a tarragon mayo dressing and a kale and wheat berry salad, 
whose recipe is featured on the next page. 

In the Harbor: LT Burger Sizzles for Summer

Kazakh Style: Elevated Cuisine at LT Bar & Grill in Almaty
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caraway?

herring?

grapes? radish?
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put to the Test
Mathieu palombino and Laurent Tourondel Blindfolded

No agenda, no script, only one rule: no peeking. Just two 
accomplished chefs getting together for a friendly gustatory 

challenge—which is more about having fun than any kind of test.

After opening La Gamelle, his Bowery bistro, at the end of April, Chef Mathieu palombino, a former chef de cuisine
at BLT Fish and the mastermind behind the Motorino pizza empire, took some time from his hectic schedule 

to meet Chef Tourondel at L’Amico for this friendly taste test.
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mathieu Palambino's ingredients:

grAPes
Lt: It’s sweet. I bet it’s a grape. But a table grape, 
not grapes you use to make wine.
MP: Exactly.

DiJonnAise
Lt: Tastes like mayonnaise but it has more to it. 
Maybe some whole-grain mustard in it.  possibly a 
Dijonnaise.
MP: Yes! A Dijonnaise: mayo, Dijon mustard, and 
whole-grain mustard.

sMoKeD herring oiL
Lt: Hmmm, no idea yet. I need a clue… Wait, I know, 
it’s an oil. Walnut oil? I cannot figure this one out.
MP: Smoked herring oil. The herring comes 
packed in oil, and the oil takes on the smoky flavor.

sMoKeD herring
Lt: Salty, fishy, smoky, and it’s delicious. I am sure 
it’s smoked herring.
MP: Yes, from Normandy, Nord-pas-de-Calais.

MÂchÉ
MP: I’ll give you a clue, mon ami. It’s a type of green.
Lt: Tastes like mâché.

hyDro cress
Lt: Another type of green. It’s bitter, maybe like a 
pea shoot? No, you know what, a pea shoot would 
be sweeter. I’ll say it’s sort of like cress? Hydro cress!
MP: You got it!

cucuMBer MArinAteD in  
sherry vinegAr
Lt: Delicious! Acid. It has vinegar; I cannot 
distinguish a flavor besides that. It has some 
texture. radishes? No, it’s a little too soft to be a 
radish. Maybe a black radish?
MP: Keep trying...
Lt: I keep coming back to a radish, but it’s not 
cooked. Cucumber! It was difficult because there 
is so much acidity.

rADish
Lt: Now this is a radish. I got it right away!
Mp: I thought you would.

Frisee
Lt: Not much flavor. But it’s not flat. I bet it’s frisee.

DiLL
Lt: This one is easy, it’s dill. It’s hard to mess up 
on dill!

ingredients: tasting—pure, 
fresh, and simple

Masked by a blindfold but 
compensating with culinary 

experience and taste memories, 
Laurent Tourondel’s and 

Mathieu Palombino’s taste buds 
were put to the test. 

Laurent Tourondel’s ingredients:

tALLegio
Mathieu Palombino: Very creamy,  

might be tallegio.
Laurent tourondel: Correct!

MP: I’m not used to eating it at room 
temperature, but that’s actually the 

right way to eat it, and it is delicious.

roBioLA Antico
MP: This tastes like a Normandy-style 

cheese, like a camembert or a brie. Is it brie?
Lt: Almost the same, but it’s Italian:  

robiola Antico.

Fior De LAtte
MP: Soft, fresh, some type of mozzarella.

Lt:  Fior de latte!

cArAWAy seeD
MP: Caraway seed. Very distinctive 

flavor, so it was easy to tell.
Lt: I gave you that one!

sALuMeriA BieLLese sPecK
MP: Cured ham, but trying to figure out 

from where. Very salty. It’s a speck-like ham.
Lt: Very good, it’s Salumeria Biellese Speck.

inspired, Laurent makes a pizza for mathieu, who understandably 
has some expertise in this field, and mathieu gives his opinion on 
the crust.

MP: This is a beautiful crust. It’s crunchy, but it’s also got some bready bounce back; very airy, 
it’s delicious.

Laurent breaks up the cheeses and dollops them onto the dough, and then sprinkles it all with 
some caraway seed. He puts the pizza in the oven until the crust starts to brown and the big 
dough bubbles turn almost black. He pulls it out, layers the speck across the whole pizza, and 
slides it back in the oven for a few minutes until the ham is just crispy. He finishes the pizza with 
some olive oil, parmigiano-reggiano, and another sprinkle of caraway seeds.

Laurent and Mathieu discuss the yeast bubbles as Laurent stretches out the dough to make 
another pizza. Laurent leaves the dough with the big bubbles. Mathieu says he usually flattens 
them, but Laurent suggests they help the dough to rise a bit. Mathieu tries his hand with 
Laurent’s dough and flattens the bubbles out. This results in the pizza turning out flat, and so 
they both agree that with Laurent’s dough, it’s best to leave in the bubbles.

Laurent asks Mathieu’s advice on where the fire should be in the oven. It’s currently in the 
back, but Mathieu suggests putting it on the side for more even cooking. At 800�F+, the pizzas 
literally take only a few minutes to cook.

Lt: The most difficult ingredient for me 
was the frisee because it did not have 
a strong flavor.  After tasting several 
ingredients with strong flavors, like the 
herring and the cucumbers marinated 
in sherry vinegar, it’s difficult to 
distinguish something subtle like that. MP: It’s disorienting to 

taste things blind.

finiShEd diShES 

uSing blind tESt 

ingrEdiEntS!
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ON TAP
HOEGAArDEN 
OrIGINAL WHITE ALE
First brewed in 1445, this wheat 
beer is spiced with coriander 
and orange peel. It is unfiltered 
and therefore has a cloudy 
appearance. Customarily drunk 
with a slice of lemon.

312 urBAN WHEAT ALE
Unfiltered, blended barley  
malt and torrified wheat. A 
smooth, creamy body and  
truly unique taste.

GOOSE ISLAND IpA
A highly hopped ale. Classic 
with a fruity aroma that’s set  
off by a dry malt middle.

SHOCK TOp  
BELGIAN WHITE
An unfiltered Belgian-style craft 
wheat ale that is naturally cloudy. 
Has a slight taste of orange, 
citrus peel, and coriander.

FrANZISKANEr 
HEFE-WEISSE
Natural wheat beer from 
Bavaria. Top-fermented with 
natural yeast. Copper golden 
color, creamy foam. Crisp, 
refreshing.

SpATEN LAGEr
A premium German brand. 
Bottom-fermented Münchner 
lager with a well-balanced flavor.
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With an iconic dining room packed daily with regulars, GM and owner Bernard 
Collin searched for the perfect way to give guests without reservations a 
chance to enjoy Chef Laurent Tourondel’s fare. “I considered the outdoor 
space and what we could do with it in terms of a pop-up. Since Chef Tourondel 
was already working on a biergarten airport concept, it all fell into place.” 

Last summer, the LT Biergarten opened to resounding success. It features a 
separate menu from the dining room which includes the classic biergarten 
chicken bratwurst and the popular BBQ pulled-pork sandwich. The patio pop-
up started at the end of June and will continue through to Labor Day with a 
noticeably expanded draft selection.

LT Biergarten Patio 
Pop-Up for the Summer 
at Brasserie ruhlmann

snacks
Smoked Gouda  

“Dirty Chips”
10

Pickled Jalapeno, Scallion

Pretzel  7 
German Mustard

Sweet Pea Guacamole  9 
Blue Corn Chips

Cold Tomato Soup  10 
Tilsit Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Gebraten Wiener  8 
Pigs in a Blanket

s a l a ds
Add Grilled Chicken $6

Brew Master  14 
Radicchio, Baby Kale, Frisee 

Gruyere, Black Forest Ham, Red Onion 
Cherry Tomato, Mushroom, Egg

Caesar Salad  12 
Romaine Lettuce, Pecorino Cheese 

Chives, Parsley, Croutons

i c e  c r e a m  
s a n d w i c h e s

O’doul’s  5 
Non Alcoholic - US

Red Bridge  5
 

Gluten Free - US

White

 

Forstreiter  10

 

Gruner Veltliner - Austria

Stellina  9
Pinot Grigio - Italy

 

r e d
Domaine De Brusset  9

 

Cotes Du Rhone

Sancerre Rouge  12

 

Pinot Noir - Loire

 

b o t t l e d

Bass Pale Ale  7
 

Nutty, Malty - England

Leffe Blonde  7
 

Dry, Fruit - Belgium

Red Hook - Esb  7

 

Ale - New Hampshire, US

German Chocolate 
  Macaroon  5

Chocolate Ice Cream & Cherry

   Linzer Cookie  5
Vanilleeis Crushed Raspberries

Sandwiches
Served with Dirty Chips

LT Burger  14 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Pickle Chips  

Tilsit Cheese add $1

BBQ Pulled Pork  14 
Horseradish Coleslaw 

Frizzled Onions, Pretzel Bun

Grilled Ham & Cheese  12 
Black Forest Ham, Tilsit Cheese 

Country Bread

Served with Sauerkraut 
Pretzel Roll  & Dirty Chips

Bratwurst  1 1 
pork

Wiener  9 
pork & beef

Bauernwurst  1 1 
pork

Chicken Bratwurst  1 1 
chicken

Knackwurst  1 1  
pork & beef

Hoegaarden  8
Wheat -Belgium

 

Upheaval  8

 

IPA - Oregon

Bud Light  6

 

US

 
 

 
 
 

$5 ALL BIER
HAPPY  HOUR

Mon - Fri / 4pm - 6pm

No Alcohol
Coke & Diet Coke  4

Btl Water  3
Unsweetened Ice Tea  4

312 Urban  8
Wheat -Chicago

Ruhlmann Ale  8
US

Shock Top  8
White - Belgium

Franzikaner  8
Hefeweissen - Germany

Becks  8
Lager - Germany

Cht La Deidiere Rosé  11
Côtes de Provence
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LT burger
62 Main Street

Sag Harbor, NY 11963

ltburger.com

LT bar & grill
Esentai Tower

77/7 Al-Farabi Avenue 

Almaty 050040 Kazakhstan

ritzcarlton.com

L’amico and The vine
839 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, NY 10001

laurent-tourondel.com

brasserie ruhlmann
45 Rockefeller Plaza

New York, NY 10011

brasserieruhlmann.com

arlington club
1032 Lexington Avenue

New York, NY 10021

arlingtonclubny.com

brklyn beer garden
JFK Airport, Terminal 2
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SELECT COCKTAILS FrOM

PISco SoUR

gIMLET

MANHATTAN

The vine manhaTTan

2 oz Rittenhouse Rye

¾ oz Carpano Antica Formula

½ oz Amaro CioCiaro

1 dash Freegan’s Orange Bitters 

Stir all ingredients in a stirring 
glass with ice until fully chilled. 

Pour into chilled coupe glass. 

Garnish with one spiked  
brandy cherry. 

The vine gimLeT

1 oz Death’s Door Gin

1 oz Perry’s Tot Gin

1 oz lime cordial

½ oz lime juice

2 dashes cardamom tincture

 

Shake all ingredients in a 
cocktail shaker filled with ice. 

Pour into a rocks glass that has 
been filled with Kold-Draft ice. 

Garnish with a thinly sliced  
lime wheel. 

The vine PiSco Sour

2 oz Encanto Pisco

¾ oz lemon juice

½ oz simple syrup

½ oz egg white

1 dash cocoa nib-chipotle tincture

3 drops of cocoa nib-chipotle   

   tincture

 

Dry shake the first five ingredients to 
integrate egg white, then hard shake. 

Pour into coupe and wait for  
30 seconds, until foam has settled. 

Put 3 drops of cocoa nib-chipotle 
tincture in a circular arrangement on 
top of the foam. 

Using a bar pick, drag the drops by 
pulling through the center, making 
petals. 

BAR & GRILL
L A U R E N T  T O U R O N D E L




